Residential
Low & Mid Rise

The HOME™ Line:

Whether you’ve decided to build your dream home
or enjoy the freedom of access to all levels of your
current home, Alliance Elevator Solutions has the
solution that will fit your lifestyle. The compact
HOME™ model fits virtually any new or existing
home. With an affordable purchase price, the
HOME™ is more economical than you may expect.
Take the step to make your house a home!

Advantages:
• Manual or automatic accordion cab or
PowerFold automatic bi-folding gates
• Integrated safety locks protect against
door opening without cab present
• Compact design fits even the tightest
floor plans
• Safety Edge Cab senses objects between
the cab gate and landing door
• Emergency 24V DC battery feature provides
lowering, lighting and door opening in the
event of a power outage
• Custom cab configurations are available
to fit any special design requirement

RESIDENTIAL
Low & Mid Rise

INCREASE YOUR HOME VALUE

It's proven that homes with elevators sell more quickly and for a greater value than those without. If the next buyer does not need
or want the elevator, it can take on a second life as a dumb waiter or to transport goods from floor to floor.

SAFETY DOORS

All elevator doors use a CSA/UL approved electromechanical interlock, earning them a top rating in safety. The use of an electrical
switch and mechanical lock ensures the door is closed and locked correctly before any elevator movement will happen. This also
ensures that the elevator door can only be opened if the cab is on the correct landing.

SAFETY EDGE CAB

With safety in mind, all elevator models include an infrared light curtain designed to detect anything that may enter the small
space between the cab gate and the landing door, which prevents any elevator movement until the obstacle is removed.

NO POWER, NO PROBLEM

If there is a power-outage, there is no need to worry. The elevator battery backup allows the cab to descend to any lower level by simply
pressing the floor button, and there is a manual lowering option available on the power/pump unit. Each model is also designed with an
emergency telephone that will allow the passenger to call for help or dial a toll free number for trouble shooting options.

NO WORRIES WARRANTY

You're covered for 36 months after purchase for any limited factory parts.

INEXPENSIVE OPERATION

Maintenance costs are very reasonable for the average user. The amount of use will dictate the frequency of service visits required,
but once per year is recommended. The elevator consumes power at a rate similar to any other household appliances.

LONG LASTING & RELIABLE

Our elevators are designed and manufactured with commercial grade components for high traffic use. With regular service, your
evevator will last many years without any major maintance.

COMPACT DESIGN

Our design is created to work with any space and to keep the space we inhabit minimal. No matter the floor plan, we'll customize
the elevator dimensions to fit as compactly as possible.

QUIET OPERATION

You may have an elevator in your home, but it doesn't have to make a grand announcement every time it runs. Our elevator is
designed to engage the hyraulic pump only when raising the cab, keeping the noise level as quiet as your furnace.
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